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Abstract Evidence for the oceanic uptake of atmospheric CO2 during glaciations suggests that there was
less production of southern origin deep water but, paradoxically, a larger volume of southern origin water
than today. Here we demonstrate, using a theoretical box model, that the inverse relationship between
volume and production rate of this water mass can be explained by invoking mixing rates in the deep ocean
that are proportional to topographic outcropping area scaled with ocean floor slope. Furthermore, we show
that the resulting profile, of a near-linear decrease in mixing intensity away from the bottom, generates a
positive feedback on CO2 uptake that can initiate a glacial cycle. The results point to the importance of
using topography-dependent mixing when studying the large-scale ocean circulation, especially in the
paleo-intercomparison models that have failed to produce the weaker and more voluminous bottom water
of the Last Glacial Maximum.

1. Introduction

The atmospheric CO2 concentration during the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) was about 100 ppm
(parts per million) less than in preindustrial times. Most of this difference is thought to be a result of a
more efficient oceanic biological pump [Sigman and Boyle, 2000; Sigman et al., 2010]. The efficiency of
the biological pump is directly related to the deep ocean ratio of regenerated nutrients (derived from
organic fallout) to preformed nutrients (that are advected downward through bottom water
formation) [Ito and Follows, 2005; Toggweiler et al., 2006; de Boer et al., 2010b]. Antarctic Bottom Water
(AABW) is the main source of preformed nutrients to the abyssal ocean so that a decrease in
production rate of this water mass compared with North Atlantic Deep Water is required to explain
the drawdown of carbon to the deep ocean [Toggweiler et al., 2006; de Boer et al., 2010b]. However,
chemical proxy evidence indicates that the volume fraction of deep water formed in the Southern
Ocean relative to that formed in the North Atlantic was greater during the LGM than today [Lynch
Stieglitz et al., 1996; Curry and Oppo, 2005; Skinner, 2009; Lund et al., 2011; Adkins, 2013]. Thus, a
complete theory for glacial atmospheric CO2 and water mass distribution must account for larger
volumes of southern origin water produced at a slower rate. The problem is that processes that
increase the volume of southern origin water (such as increased cooling or brine rejection) often also
increase its rate of production.

The strength of the AABW cell, which describes the rate of AABW formation, is thought to be partly controlled
by diapycnal mixing [Kamenkovich and Goodman, 2000; Nikurashin and Ferrari, 2013]. Therefore, reduced
overturning of southern origin water during the glacial implies reduced mixing between this water mass and
the northern origin deep water above it. This reduced mixing during the last glacial has been attributed to
two mechanisms. In the first mechanism, saltier and thus denser southern origin water enhances the deep
stratification, thereby inhibiting turbulent mixing with the overlying water [Watson and Garabato, 2006;
Bouttes et al., 2010, 2011]. In the second mechanism, there is less mixing across the interface between the
southern and northern origin water masses because its shallower depth is farther away from the bottom
topography [Lund et al., 2011; Adkins, 2013]. The current study relates to this second mechanism which relies
on the well-established link between diapycnal mixing and topography; enhanced diapycnal mixing decays
vertically away from topography [Saenko et al., 2012] and may be driven by tidal [Ledwell et al., 2000] or
mesoscale eddy [Dewar and Hogg, 2010; Nikurashin and Ferrari, 2010; Zhai et al., 2010] interactions with
the topography.
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2. Role of the Vertical Diffusivity Profile

Here we introduce a topography-dependent mixing profile (Figure 1a) into a three-layer box model for the
ocean overturning circulation, based on Shakespeare and Hogg [2012]. We use this model to investigate the
role that this mixing profile plays in the progression toward less AABW production and a large AABW cell
during the last glacial. Themodel follows a history of idealizedmodels [Gnanadesikan, 1999] which have been
used to understand the fundamentals of the ocean circulation. It consists of a surface, deep, and bottom
water layer whose thicknesses are represented by hi where i is S, D, and B for the surface, deep, and bottom
layers respectively (Figure 1b). Each layer outcrops and is subjected to a buoyancy forcing Qi. The volume
transports (or transformation rates) from layer i to j are represented as Tij. North Atlantic Deep Water
formation is diagnosed as the rate of transformation from the surface to deep layer (TSD), while the rate of
AABW formation is represented by TBD which closes the bottom water cell. See Appendix A for a detailed
model description and the preindustrial forcing values of the reference state (Figure 2, circles).

The evolution toward a glacial ocean stratification is simulated using two perturbations to the surface forcing.
In the first, the Southern Ocean is cooled or salinified by increasing the surface buoyancy flux from the
Southern Ocean (i.e., QB, with the constraint that QS=QB+QD), and in the second, the Southern Ocean wind
stress (τ) is decreased. We compare the response of the ocean to changes in Southern Ocean surface
buoyancy forcing (Figure 2a) and wind forcing (Figure 2b) in a model with a constant vertical diffusivity
(ConD, of 4 × 10�5m2/s) and a topography-dependent vertical diffusivity profile (VarD, see magenta lines in
Figure 1a). The latter diffusivity profile is based on the sum of the area of ocean floor within 100m of a given
depth and derived from the 2min Smith and Sandwell [1997] topography data version 8.2 between 72°S
and 72°N. Each grid point area is weighted by the slope of the floor at that location to reflect observations
that mixing is enhanced about rough topography [Polzin et al., 1997]. The resulting profile decreases near
linearly with depth from 4 km upward to about 2 km (Figure 1a, cyan line).

For all the glacial forcing simulations the bottom layer becomes thicker and denser. However, the bottom
water formation rate response of the simulations depends critically on the vertical diffusivity parameterization.
For the ConD runs (Figure 2, dashed lines) the bottom water formation increases in concert with the bottom
layer thickness, but for the VarD runs (Figure 2, solid lines) the formation rate decreases with increasing layer
thickness. In the VarD runs, the thickening of the bottom layer pushes the interface of the bottom layer up into a
region with weaker mixing and thereby reduces the rate of bottom water formation. Note that we have also
created and tested a profile that is solely dependent on the area of ocean floor at a certain depth (i.e., not
weighted by the slope of the floor). The resulting profile (not shown) is qualitatively similar (peaking at ~4 km
and near-linearly decreasing until about ~2 km) with only slightly larger differences between deep and
surface values. We have further repeated the analysis for topography horizontal resolutions of 0.1 and 0.5°

Figure 1. (a) Total area of the ocean floor that lies below and within 100m of each depth scaled with the slope (cyan) and the diffusivity profile used in the VarD (solid
magenta), ConD (dashed magenta), and Bryan-Lewis (dash-dotted magenta) simulations. (b) Idealized model that estimates water mass formation rates and the
thickness of each of the three layers as a function of prescribed Southern Ocean wind stress and surface buoyancy forcing. Buoyancy is fluxed into the ocean at the
tropics and out of the ocean at both polar regions.
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and found no difference in the basic profile or our conclusions. Interestingly, this suggests that most of the
ocean floor is rough and it is primarily the area of ocean floor that determines howmuch mixing occurs at a
certain depth.

In the paleorecord, low values of δ13C and Δ14C in the deep ocean during the glacial are suggestive of a
reduced bottom water formation rate and a long residence time [Hodell et al., 2003; Toggweiler et al., 2006;
Burke and Robinson, 2012]. In our model the bottom residence time is given by the volume of the bottom
water divided by its production rate. Even though the decreases in the AABW formation rates in the VarD
glacial simulations are small, they increase the residence times by several thousands of years (Figure 2, red
lines). This is because, in a well-mixed volume, only a small change in overturning rate is needed to produce
a large change in the residence time [de Boer et al., 2008]. The old ages produced in the VarD runs are not
seen for the ConD cases because in the ConD runs the increase in the volume of bottom water that is
ventilated is compensated by an increase in the bottom water formation rate.

Lund et al. [2011] estimate the ratio of the abyssal overturning circulation to vertical diffusivity in the deep
ocean to be approximately 8 times larger during the LGM, primarily due to the expansion of the areas
covered by bottom water in the Atlantic. In our model, this quantity is written (using the final equation in the
Appendix A) as TBD/Kv= A/hD . While the area, A, does not vary in our model, the middepth layer become
thinner (hD decreases) such that this parameter doubles in both glacial scenarios. Thus, we find qualitative
agreement with existing proxy records.

The glacial integrations presented thus far apply a fixed surface forcing field to simulate the reduced bottom
water formation and thicker bottom water mass. This bottom water would store more dissolved inorganic
carbon that result from accumulation and remineralization of sinking biological material. In reality, we
envision that the initial surface cooling and brine rejection (or reduction in winds) would be weak but that the
consequent reduction in atmospheric CO2 would lead to further surface buoyancy loss (or weakening winds)
in a positive feedback loop. We simulate such a glacial inception by running transient simulations in which
Southern Ocean surface buoyancy loss is assumed to be linearly proportional to bottom water residence
time. While this is admittedly a very crude parameterization of feedbacks in the global carbon cycle, it
demonstrates the principle that such a weak positive feedback effect can generate a glacial state in a free-
running model (Figure 3). Moreover, the positive feedback is only significant when variable diffusivity acts to
reduce bottom water production as the layer thickens.

Figure 2. Sensitivity of the model to increasing (a) southern buoyancy extraction and (b) wind stress. The response of the
interface height is represented here as the inverse bottom water (BW) depth or thickness (dark blue). Also shown is the
response of the bottom layer density (cyan), BW production (magenta), and the bottom layer residence time (red). Solid
lines show the VarD case while dashed lines show the results for ConD. Solid circles show reference state solution.
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3. Implications for Ocean Circulation Modeling

High-resolution ocean and climate models now routinely parameterize diapycnal mixing by sophisticated
tidal and/or stratification-dependent mixing schemes. However, most of the ocean models that are used to
study the dynamics of the large-scale ocean circulation are run for many thousands of years and use simpler
and computationally cheaper options. In such models, the intense mixing in the deep ocean is often
represented by the so-called Bryan-Lewis profile [Bryan and Lewis, 1979]. This profile describes a tangent
function that has a very low vertical diffusivity (typically 10�5m2/s) in the upper layer and a higher value
(typically 10�4m2/s) in the lower layer. The transition between the layers is rather sharp and usually set
between 1000m and 2500m depth. The deeper part of the ocean (below 2500m) therefore has a constant
vertical diffusivity, and the overturning rate of bottom water would not decrease as the bottom layer
thickens, in the manner we suggest happens during a glacial inception. We confirm in our model that a
Bryan-Lewis-type diffusivity profile (dash-dotted line in Figure 1) is not capable of initiating a glacial state
through the AABW volume-mixing rate feedback (Figure 3, dash-dotted line).

Until now, it has not been trivial for climate models to simulate a weaker but more voluminous bottom water
cell for the last glacial. Only one of the nine models used in the Paleoclimate Modelling Intercomparison
Project versions (PMIP)1.5 and PMIP2, the Hadl2 model, generated an inverse relationship between AABW
volume and production rate for the LGM [Weber et al., 2007]. We test here the hypothesis that the models’
failure may be related to their vertical diffusivity parameterization. Toward that purpose, we compare for all
nine PMIP preindustrial simulations and their LGM equivalent the change in AABW thickness and formation
rate (Figure 4). The residence time is also calculated as the AABW layer thickness divided by the formation
rate (Figure 4). In seven of the models, the AABW production rate (Figure 4, blue) changed with the same sign
as the thickness (Figure 4, red). In the Hadl1.5 model the AABW layer thickness did not change, and the
formation rate increased. Only in the Hadl2 model did the AABW layer thickness and production rate change
with an opposing sign as predicted by our simple model for a variable diffusivity that decreased near linearly
away from the bottom.

The vertical diffusivity schemes used in the simulations were not mentioned in the comparison paper [Weber
et al., 2007] and also not in the publications that were listed as the reference for each model. Information
about the schemes was therefore obtained through personal communication with the lead authors where
possible. In some cases the parameters were lost, but in most cases some knowledge of the scheme and
parameters used were still available. The Hadl2 and Had1.5 were the only models that used a vertical
diffusivity profile that decreased linearly away from the bottom (i.e., from about 14 × 10�5m2/s at the bottom
to about 1 × 10�5m2/s at the surface). Most of the models (i.e., CCSM, ECBilt, UVic, UTor, and ClimC) used a

Figure 3. Transient simulation showing the evolution of (a) interface height, (b) layer transport, and (c) bottom water residence time for VarD (solid lines), ConD
(dashed), and Bryan-Lewis (dash-dotted) cases in which southern buoyancy forcing is assumed to be proportional to bottom water residence time.
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scheme with a Bryan-Lewis profile or
a step change in diffusivity and
these all result in near-constant high
diffusivities in the deep ocean below
about 2.5 km depth. The MIROC and
MRI models used a version of the
Mellor and Yamada [1982] scheme, but
we have no further information about
that. The lack of official documentation
of the diffusivity used in these models
and the absence of any mention of it
when describing and analyzing the
large-scale overturning circulation in
the LGM simulations [Otto-Bliesner
et al., 2007; Weber et al., 2007] suggest
that its importance is not appreciated
yet in all communities that aim to
understand and model deep water
formation processes.

As we saw, the only two models that
produced an inverse change (or no
change) between AABW cell thickness
and production rate were also the only

two models that had a vertical mixing profile that decrease linearly away from the bottom. There are of
course many factors that influence the relative formation rates and sizes of deep water masses (such as
winds, buoyancy forcing, resolution, and model components) so that even the Hadl2 model failed to
produce a lower AABW production rate and thicker water mass. However, given the results here and our
current improved understanding of the role of topography on mixing, there is strong motivation to
improve the vertical diffusivity schemes in models used to study the large-scale overturning. A simple
and computationally efficient improvement would be to include a diffusivity profile that has high
diffusivity only in the layer above a geographically varying bottom. In ocean models that have a mostly
flat bottom, such as idealized aqua-planet models [e.g., De Boer et al., 2007] or theoretical and box
models, a profile that decreases linearly away from the bottom everywhere as in Figure 1a would be
more appropriate than the commonly used constant diffusivity or Bryan-Lewis profile.

The role of the mixing profile in setting a realistic glacial ocean circulation can easily be tested in
general circulation models of the ocean. If the topographically dependent mixing profile captures the
glacial circulation in a wide suite of models, it would provide important new insight about how the
distribution of mixing affects the volume and production rates of abyssal water masses. It would also

provide further support for the hypothesis that southern
origin bottom water during the glacial evolved to be
both more voluminous and despite a lower production
rate than today due to weaker upper layer mixing. On a
philosophical note, the study shows how the paleorecord
can inform us about the dynamics of the modern ocean
and by implication how it may respond to future
climate change.

Appendix A: Model Description

We have adapted the three-layer model described by
Shakespeare and Hogg [2012] to evolve with time and to
include a simple parameterization for diffusive buoyancy
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Figure 4. Difference in southern origin water formation rates, thickness,
and age between the LGM and present-day simulations of five PMIP2
models (left five bars: CCSM, Hadl2, MIROC, ECBILT, and UVIC) and four
PMIP1.5 models (right four bars: Hadl1.5, MRI, UTor, and ClimC). All
values have been normalized by their maximum which was 2400m for
the thickness and 3.5 Sverdrup for the formation rate. Note that the age
difference for the ECBilt model was set to zero because their LGM
simulation had no southern origin water at all. Data are from Table 2 in
Weber et al. [2007].

Table 1. Default Parameters Used for the
Preindustrial Control State

Parameter Value

τ 0.16N/m2

QS 20× 105m4/s3

QB 8× 105m4/s3

QD 12× 105m4/s3

Lx 22 000 km
ρ0 1030 kg/m3

fACC 7× 10�5 s�1

A 3.2 × 1014m2

Kv 4 × 10�5m2/s
aSD 1200
ae,S 600
ae,D 150
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fluxes (Figure 1b). The model consists of conservation of volume equations for the surface and bottom layers,

A
∂hS
∂t

¼ TBS þ TDS � TSD

A
∂hB
∂t

¼ TDB � TBD � TBS

where (hS, hD, hB) represents the thickness of the surface (S), deep (D), and bottom (B) water layers
respectively and A is the ocean area. The volume transports (or transformation rates) from layer i to j are
represented as Tij as shown in Figure 1b. (Note that it is assumed, for mathematical convenience, that
upwelling in the Southern Ocean (TDB) passes into the densest layer before transiting north via Ekman
transport (TBS).) We will diagnose the rate of transformation from the surface to deep layer TSD (representing
North Atlantic DeepWater formation) and TBD (representing southern origin water formation and ventilation)
at equilibrium. The deep layer depth can be calculated by an integral volume constraint,

D ¼ hS þ hD þ hB

where D is the total ocean depth.

The conservation of density is simplified by the definition of buoyancy,

bi ¼ �g ρi � ρ0ð Þ
ρ0

where ρi is the layer density, ρ0 a constant reference density, and g the acceleration due to gravity. Equations
for the surface and bottom layers respectively are

AhS
∂bS
∂t

¼ �AbS
∂hS
∂t

þ QS þ bD TDS � qSD � bS TSD þ bB TBS

AhB
∂bB
∂t

¼ �AbB
∂hB
∂t

� QB � bB TBS þ bD TDB � bB TBD þ qDB

where Qi represents the flux of buoyancy into the layer at the surface (which, for the deep and bottom layers,
acts to increase density over layer outcrop regions) and qij is the downward vertical diffusive flux of buoyancy.
The deep layer is closed by the global conservation equation

Db0 ¼ hSbS þ hDbD þ hBbB

where b0 is the mean buoyancy. Note that we have assumed that TBS is positive.

Following Shakespeare and Hogg [2012], we parameterize each of the water mass transformations from
existing theory. Northward transport into the surface layer in the Southern Ocean region is a combination of
wind-driven (Ekman) transport, compensated by southward eddy fluxes,

TBS ¼ TEk � Te;S ¼ τLx
ρ0fACC

� ae;SΔbSB h
2
S

where eddy fluxes are parameterized with a prescribed coefficient described by the parameter ae,S and
ΔbSB= bS� bb [Visbeck et al., 1997]. Transport out of the deep layer in the Southern Ocean region is entirely
due to eddy fluxes,

TDB ¼ Te;D ¼ ae;DΔbDB h
2
D

while conversion of surface to deep water in the northern regions is calculated as per de Boer et al. [2010a]

TSD ¼ aSDΔbSD h
2
S :

We assume a form for the diffusive fluxes at each of the interfaces by approximating the vertical density
gradient as follows:

qSD ¼ �2KvA
bS � bD
hS þ hD

qDB ¼ �Kv A
bD � bB

hD

Geophysical Research Letters 10.1002/2014GL059963
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where Kv is a prescribed vertical eddy diffusivity, with a local balance between vertical transport and diffusive
flux giving

TDS ¼ 2KvA
hS þ hD

¼ �qSD
bS � bD

TBD ¼ Kv A
hD

¼ �qDB
bD � bB

:

A key component of this model is that we allow Kv to vary in the vertical so that the elevation of each interface
will control the effective diffusivity of buoyancy through that interface. The specific parameter choices are
outlined in Table 1.
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